In a neo-classical setting of equity-valuation, this paper develops a principle of dividend policy irrelevancy (DPI) to identify and exploit characteristics of earnings. The latter refers to the idea that a value-relevant variable can not reasonably be labeled "earnings" unless it satisfies certain analytical properties with intuitive appeal. The paper proceeds in two parts. The first part, which culminates in Proposition I, provides necessary and sufficient conditions for DPI. The second part concerns how DPI predicates constructs of earnings and their analytical properties. A key result, Proposition II, shows that one can use the analytical properties of earnings to deduce the core approach in practical equity-valuation, namely, measures of growth in expected earnings explain the price to forward-earnings ratio.
I. Introduction
This paper analyzes dividend policy irrelevancy ("DPI", henceforth) as it relates to constructs, or characteristics, of earnings. DPI, which has long served as a benchmark in financial theory, suggests that the distribution of wealth is of no interest as compared to the (expected) creation of wealth. The claim appeals intuitively since a change in the dividend policy can only influence the sequence of future expected dividends as opposed to their present value. 1 An investor should not have to forecast next (and later) period's dividends to determine equity value under such
circumstances. Instead an investor should forecast future value creation, i.e., she will turn to expected earnings as a practical matter. 2 This statement, however, may seem much too general
unless one identifies what the word "earnings" actually means. Thus the basic question dealt with in the paper arises: Can one exploit DPI to derive intuitively appealing characteristics of "earnings"?
To appreciate the question at hand, one may consider why the absence of DPI militates against linking earnings to value. Value must now reflect the forecasting of next-period dividends in addition to the forecasting of outcomes due to operating activities. In other words, value today depends on the forecasting of the dividend policy, causing obvious problems if one wants to identify a construct of earnings that relates directly to value. Accounting as generally understood does not measure earnings by embedding the dividend policy; a measure of a firm's next period's expected creation of value should depend neither on the (future) dividend policy nor on the next period's expected dividends. Turning these negative observations into their opposite suggests our broad hypothesis that DPI can act as a useful springboard to analyze the way in which appropriately identified earnings variables forge links to value. Stated differently, DPI can be potentially be used to construct variables that "look and smell" like earnings; and with the characteristics of earnings in place the analysis can proceed to the earnings-value relation.
Assumptions on the characteristics of earnings ought to restrict the ways in which earnings explains value.
With respect to the modeling, the paper relies on the generic linear dynamics found in Ohlson [1990] (see also Christensen and Feltham [2003] , Chapter 9): A set of primitives, which completely describe a firm's future states and evolve linearly over time, determine value through the implied sequence of future expected dividends. The analysis then introduces DPI and relates it to earnings via two stages.
The first stage concerns equivalent characterization of DPI. A central result shows that DPI holds if and only if there exists a composite variable, constructed from the primitives, that grows at the discount rate in the absence of dividends. The construction of the composite variable makes no reference to equity value, dividends or the dividend policy. A savings account works similarly: Earnings on a savings account obviously grow at the interest rate when dividends are zero. And this property of a savings account's earnings ensures DPI (the next section develops the point). DPI, therefore, hinges on whether one can construct a variable that satisfies a familiar characteristic of earnings.
Relying on DPI, the second stage of the paper focuses on how to conceptualize earnings. We identify several appealing characteristics that an earnings construct must satisfy, with the following three being the most essential: 3
• Earnings should be unaffected by contemporaneous dividends as well as by any dividend policy parameters.
• Earnings will be foregone due to any dividends paid at the start of the period. The discount rate determines the rate of earnings reduction due to dividend distribution. (I.e., $ 1 dividend reduces subsequent earnings by $ 0.08 if the discount rate is 8%).
• Earnings grow, on the margin, at a rate determined by the discount factor. (I.e., the partial derivative of period t+1 expected earnings relative to period t expected earnings is 1.08 if the discount factor is 8%, keeping all other relevant date t variables constant).
The analysis of earnings starts with an "ideal" construct, namely, "earnings permanent in expectations". It is ideal because its capitalization suffices to determine value; that is, the price to forward-earnings ratio equals the inverse of the discount factor. We then proceed to analyze "accounting earnings", defined by earnings permanent in expectation plus some "error". To develop insights about accounting earnings, the analysis depends on two ideas: (i) accounting earnings will satisfy many of the same characteristics as ideal earnings if one assumes DPI; and (ii) one can assume that the error satisfies certain dynamic properties to forge a link between value and subsequent expected earnings. It is then shown that assumptions on the characteristics of earnings lead to the Ohlson & Juetter-Nauroth [2005] valuation model. In essence, working from DPI and extractable characteristics of accounting earnings, this analysis captures the core organizing principle of practical equity valuation: Measures of the growth of expected accounting earnings will explain the price to forward-earnings ratio.
An overview of the paper's sections follows:
• Section II motivates the analysis and questions by reviewing a savings account.
• Sections III, IV develop the general model, including the definition of DPI.
• Section V reviews special cases that show up in the literature.
• Section VI provides sufficient and necessary conditions for DPI.
• Section VII identifies the characteristics of the "ideal" construct of earnings, referred as earnings permanent in expectation.
• Section VIII develops and exploits the characteristics of accounting earnings to deal with the value-accounting earnings relation.
• Section IX analyzes whether the concept of DPI can be extended to free cash flow irrelevancy.
• Section X concludes and summarizes.
II. Motivating Ideas: The Case of a Savings Account
This section motivates why an earnings construct ought to depend on DPI. We review the analysis of a savings account to illustrate core issues. 4 While this setting presumes certainty, subsequent analyses require no such restriction because one can replace known values with expected values. Principles of analysis will remain the same.
Consider the intertemporal earnings dynamic of a savings account: 
[2]
The parameters c 1 and c 2 specify the dividend policy. 
and where we do not "label" x t . We view x t as an instrumental variable necessary to generate the {d t } t+1 sequence given some initialization of (x t , d t sense to require b = -r since earnings is a flow variable and -r reflects the foregone earnings due to the distribution of wealth at the beginning of the period.
The next section develops a general model where the starting point is a vector of primitive variables instead of a single one (x t ). We generalize the definition of DPI and then proceed to identify equivalent conditions for DPI.
III. The General Problem of Dividend Policy Irrelevancy
Consider the (n+1)×(n+1) linear dynamic
where and H is a (n+1)×(n+1) matrix. The vector z
1 initiates the dynamic and one infers the sequence of expected dividends from (H, z 1 ) via recursive substitution. It will be convenient to partition H into three ingredients:
where is an n×n matrix, b and c are vectors of dimension n and n+1, respectively. ]
We will refer to c as the dividend policy vector. To motivate this terminology one can think of c as a choice-vector. To be sure, though, we do not consider a choice set of feasible c or argue that the absence of DPI leads to a "practical" problem of optimal dividend policy. The reference to vector c as a policy vector merely underscores that forecasts . That is, though two distinct dividend policy vectors c′ and c′′ (c′ ≠ c′′) must generally result in , it may still be true that
because H satisfies certain conditions. As we shall see, these yet to be identified conditions are by no means obvious. Given some (A, b), the requirement of finite price imposes mild regularity restrictions on vector c. These restrictions, however, will be of no interest to us as we study DPI.
IV. Comments on the Problem
Combing [4] with PVD yields the linear solution
where . DPI means that no elements in α can depend on c, again subject to the assumption of a finite price.
[ ] When n is relatively small, and/or if A has many zero entries, direct inversion of the matrix
allows for an explicit expression of α. Prior research has exploited this aspect of the problem by restricting H to be 3×3 with a couple of zeros. We review this research in the next section to illuminate DPI and why it takes on a constructive role in parsimonious models of equity valuation.
V. Special Cases of the DPI Problem
Prior research has modeled a variety of accounting-based valuation settings based on the linear dynamic [4] and DPI. These models go beyond a savings account because the dynamics (or Matrix H) have a dimension of 3 (or even more). We review three of these settings, though there are many others. In particular, we review a special version of the Free Cash Flows Discounting
Model found in Feltham and Ohlson [1995] , the standard Market-to-Book Model found in many papers and textbooks (e.g. Penman ensures that the sequences {x 1t } and {d t } connect with each other. To assume a 12 = 1 loses no generality; one can always rescale x 2t so that a 12 = 1.
It turns out that for all the three models referred to earlier a 11 = R. This specification builds in DPI; an explicit derivation of α as function of H shows that α is independent of c, regardless of b 1 .
We discuss this point later. Moreover, depending on the value of b 1 -and b 1 only -one can identify the three models referred to earlier. With b 1 specified, one degree of freedom remains --a 22 . Thus, α will be a function of a 22 and R only, given some explicit numeric value of b 1 .
Model A: b 1 = -1. This specification leads to the simplest version of the "Free Cash Flow
Discounting Model" in which free cash flows grow at a constant rate (Feltham and Ohlson [1995] ).
Read x 1t as net financial assets valued at the end of period t -1, denoted by fa t-1 , and x 2t as "free cash flows" due to operating (non-financial) activities for period t, denoted by c t . Valuation reduces to: Though tedious, to identify the solution to the three models does not pose much of a problem given that one solves for (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) in case of [6] . This can be done following a routine (though messy) inversion of the matrix
Looking at the models through [6] shows why DPI takes on such significance. It cuts by half the number of parameters that affect value. Analyzing equity value thereby becomes more parsimonious than it would be without DPI. Finally, note that the saving account is a special case of [6] , which eliminates the growth parameter in the dynamic. Put
, and r b − = 1 ; one obtains the underlying dynamic and the valuation conclusion
VI. The General Settings
This section develops equivalent characterizations of DPI. As a matter of definition, DPI corresponds to the coefficients of primitives in the valuation, α, being independent of the dividend policy vector c. But our prior examples have also shown that the matrix A satisfies certain properties, and further, that the valuation coefficient related to dividends equals zero. The question arises whether we can generalize these aspects of DPI.
To generalize the idea of DPI it helps to see what happens in a specific setting for which one can derive the solution via conjecture. This approach provides more useful insights than what one might think initially.
Consider the matrix
It follows that a conjectured valuation function
works if, and only if, R a = 11 in which case again .
, the vector c, as well as all the a ij , for i ≥ 2, are irrelevant. The latter parameters influence the sequence of dividends, to be sure, but not their present value (or price).
Mathematically, a 11 is one of the roots for (with eigenvector ). This
suggests that the more general problem revolves around the idea that DPI should be equivalent to A having one root equal to R. Taking this idea one step further, given that A has a root R, one should be able to transform the dynamic [4] into an equivalent representation such that the upper-left partition of the transformed matrix satisfies [7] with . The word "equivalent" means that, subject to the appropriate initialization, the two representations will result in identical sequences of dividends.
R a =

11
The scheme can be applied to diagonalizable A. We use the relation , where F is a non-singular n×n matrix and is a diagonal matrix identified by the n roots of A.
As indicated, we assume that one of A's roots equals R, and without loss of generality put
Now consider the following transformations: 
Here f 1 is A's left eigenvector associated with R (the first row of F) and it depends only on A. The vector c is irrelevant, signifying that DPI holds. As to the requirement , it means that the -sequence must be influenced by the preceding d-sequence. (On a more basic level, the case , when A has a root R, violates the condition that the maximum root of H must be strictly less than R; it ensures a finite price. Using a similar argument it can also be shown that the same condition on H will not be met unless
The structural simplicity of valuation in a setting with DPI becomes apparent. There are four parts to valuation. First, the matrix A must have a root (or eigenvalue) R, say λ 1 = R. Second, identify the eigenvector associated with λ 1 , f 1 . Third, transform the n-dimensional vector x t+1 to a scalar via . Fourth, introduce the vector b and complete the valuation function by scaling with . In a perhaps unexpected way one sees the centrality of the matrix A (it alone determines the root and eigenvector), the subordinate role of b, and the irrelevance of c in the DPI-based valuation framework.
Not all conceivable A-matrices can be diagonalized. The preceding analysis is therefore suggestive rather than definitive. One can extend the analysis to allow for any A using the more general but more messy scheme of Jordan canonical form; its implementation would show that the above valuation concepts retain their validity. Here we use a different approach to prove the equivalence of DPI and A having a root R. It relies on α n+1 = 0 to bridge DPI and A having a root R. We follow two steps. First, we prove that DPI is equivalent to α n+1 = 0. Second, α n+1 = 0 is equivalent to A having a root R. The rather technical analysis in the section provides the necessary ingredients to introduce the construct of "earnings". The next section considers earnings in an ideal sense, which in turn will set the stage for analysis of how accounting earnings forges a link to value.
VII. An "Ideal" Construct of Earnings
To summarize the previous analysis, the proposition shows that DPI applies if and only if Moreover, without referring to value or PVD, one obtains the dynamic for :
[8]
This expression follows by pre-multiplying To develop such earnings construct one naturally exploits on the idea that its capitalization should determine value, i.e., one identifies the variable by defining Of course, the mathematics for epe is the same as for a savings account. The reason for the new terminology reflects that epe occurs in an underlying setting of uncertainty and, further, that it is a construct derived from the multi-dimensional underpinning (A, b) and the primitive vector x (but not c, d t, or p t ). At any rate, the so constructed epe satisfies all the "ideal" characteristics inherent in a savings account.
The construct epe has a unique relationship to dividends depending on whether the dividends are past, contemporaneous, or subsequent. Past dividends influence earnings negatively 
VIII. Characteristics of Accounting Earnings
Any attempt to conceptualize earnings must necessarily rest on an abstract foundation and initially focus on earnings under "ideal", if not "idealized", circumstances. 
All of the five characteristics are inherent in epe. In other words, because of DPI, accounting earnings retains the characteristics of an "ideal" notion of earnings without being "ideal" itself.
At first sight, the error-term err, as well as z, may seem arbitrary and without any interpretation. Such is not the case, however. Using an identity found in Ohlson [2002] and Ohlson [2005] , one can show that err t+1 relates to the superior growth in expected earnings. [11] holds as an identity. The variable z t captures the superior growth of (expected) earnings for period t+1, using prior earnings as a reference point. The word "superior" applies because the increment, ∆ae t+1 , has been adjusted for the growth attributable to earnings retained, 
That is, the errors will grow geometrically in the future due to the general (expected) growth of the firm. It follows that Conversely, the z t -dynamic implies the err-dynamic, given regularity conditions. Given these observations and DPI, one has so that ) /( ) to capture two distinct starting points. Section IV's development starts from the matrix H and then specifies a number of parameters ( R a =
11
, a 21 = 0, b 1 = -r, b 2 = 0) that leads to the value function. This section, on the other hand, shows that one can introduce three ideas to arrive at the same result: First, DPI; second, an ideal measure of earnings, epe; third, an "error" in epe which grows geometrically. In this way concepts, rather than structural/ empirical assumptions, ground the analysis. To a corresponding degree it is a more appealing approach to the value-earnings relation.
Restricting the errors to satisfy geometric growth could perhaps be viewed as a convenience-assumption. One counters this claim by requiring the ae-variable to satisfy the previous five characteristics. These assumptions force err to grow geometrically. [12]
Further, assume the following five characteristics of earnings:
; (3) ; (4) R ae ae As a consequence, ae t /epe t converges to a constant as t → ∞. That is, in the limit, accounting earnings captures a fixed fraction of "ideal" earnings. This fraction is indeed less than one given a positive long-term growth rate (i.e., a 22 > 1) and conservative accounting.
We underscore that Proposition II depends only on the assumptions on the characteristics of accounting earnings, putting aside the "framing" assumptions [12] and PVD. Such a conceptual, rather than "structural/empirical", grounding of the proposition makes it more interesting. Proposition II leads to Model C and the careful reader might have asked how Models A and B fit into the story, if at all. Do these two models also, in fact, depend on the characteristics of accounting earnings as stipulated by the Proposition? The answer is "yes" in the following sense:
Model A is a special case of B, and Model B in turn is a special case of Model C. To appreciate that Model B subsumes Model A, one can assume that a firm uses cash accounting. Such accounting implies that bv = fa and abnormal earnings reduce to free cash flows. With respect to the relation between Model B and C, Ohlson [2005] shows that if Model B holds then so does Model C, but the converse is false. Proposition II accordingly provides a completely general approach to equity valuation as long as the matrix A is of size two.
IX. On the Irrelevance of Free Cash Flows
Many academics and practitioners of equity valuation emphasize the discounting of expected free cash flows (FCF) instead of dividends. In light of this it makes sense to ask the following question: If we have DPI, why shouldn't we also have FCF irrelevancy in the spirit of DPI? In this context, it is important to note that as a matter of economics DPI predicates the FCF approach to valuation. One irrelevancy may simply lead to the next.
To address the question of FCF irrelevancy, we need to define FCF and align the FCF approach to PVD and DPI. We use the setting of Feltham and Ohlson [1996] . Let So far the analysis has not invoked DPI: one can, at least in principle, assume that c t depends on prior dividends. But such an assumption makes no economic sense. The whole idea motivating the FCF approach is that the forecasting of FCF should be independent of a firm's financial policy (such as borrowing/ lending to make whatever dividend-payment is viewed as desirable). From the Feltham and Ohlson model [1996] it follows that DPI applies as long as the forecasting of expected free cash flows does not depend on current and past dividends. 
X. Concluding Remarks
It is no overstatement to say that the concept of a firm's expected earnings (net income or profit) permeates economic analysis. Academic disciplines within the general area of economics, like finance and classical microeconomics, refer to it extensively though they rarely dwell on its precise meaning. And the centrality of forecasted earnings is present in practical investment analysis as well. This apparent demand for concrete roles of earnings suggests that it would be reasonable to address a question that belongs to accounting theory: What are the intrinsic characteristics of earnings that make the concept identifiable and central? In board terms this question motivates the current paper of course.
Questions about the "demand" for an earnings concept leads to the observation that the "supply" is bound to fall short of any ideal measure of earnings. GAAP's earnings, and attempts to reconfigure GAAP's earnings via financial analysis, muddle the pictures because such earnings measures will not build in clear-cut analytical characteristics. As always, theory does not match perfectly with reality. In our view, however, the complexities of the real world do not negate the importance of the questions we have addressed.
This paper deals with the "demand" for earnings by stipulating a condition for DPI. Only if such condition is in place, can one expect a concept of value creation that separates from value distribution. One can construct an "ideal" earnings variable, referred to as earnings permanent in expectation, without any reference to value or the expected dividends. This earnings construct meets perfectly the "demand" for a measure of value because its capitalization suffices to determine value. The result is of interest if for no other reason because it shows how one generalizes the concept of earnings inherent in a savings account.
As to the "supply" of earnings one must recognize that "accounting earnings" capitalization can never provide sufficient information to determine value. There will be "hole" to plug, which presumably means that investors also must forecast the growth in accounting earnings. Such focus on accounting earnings and their growth leads to an analysis of their characteristics. The modeling in this paper handles it by retaining DPI though there is considerable more complexity.
An analysis of the accounting earnings so supplied shows that it will satisfy many reasonable characteristics. These are sufficiently powerful to restrict the accounting earnings-value relation.
Accounting earnings then provides "useful information" because one can conceptualize the nature of growth in accounting earnings in a parsimonious fashion. In this way accounting earnings provides a "second best" solution to the problem of assessing a firm's intrinsic value.
since we know that the solution to PVD and the dynamic must be linear. Given that α n+1 = 0, it follows that the LHS of The proof consists of two steps.
Step one shows that the assumptions imply the parameterization:
a 11 = R, a 12 = 1, b 1 = -r, a 21 = 0, b 2 = 0.
Step two finishes the proof by showing 
To prove
Step one, first note that the dynamic [12] and Assumption (1) imply that the contemporaneous variables ae t , x 2t and d t are independent of each other. Assumptions (2) and (3) immediately implies that a 11 = R, b 1 = -r. Next, Proposition I implies that Assumption (5) 1 Ever since pioneering work due to Modiglion and Miller, DPI has long been part of the finance and accounting literature. A few relevant reference may be useful. Rubinstein [1976] provides a standard treatment in a neo-classical model. Christensen and Feltham [2003] in their textbook describes many accounting-based valuation models that embed DPI. They pay considerable attention to the role of financial assets, such as a savings account, which suffices for DPI. This analysis was originally developed in Ohlson [1991] and Feltham and Ohlson [1995] . Hughes, Liu and Zhang [2002] extends this analyses by allowing for inflation. Yee [2005] provides an extensive treatment on why and how DPI restricts admissible valuation functions. Finally, DPI also shows up in the agency theory literature, e.g., Ohlson [1999] and Reichelstein [1999] . 2 Our term "value creation" should be distinguished from "superior value creation". The former refers (broadly) to earnings while the latter refers (broadly) to residual earnings. 3 Most papers dealing with value state models which satisfy these three characteristics of earnings, e.g., Ohlson [1991] , Ohlson [1995] , Ohlson and Juettner-Nauroth [2005] , Feltham and Ohlson [1995] . These papers do not, however, link these properties to DPI. 4 Ohlson [1991] relates a savings account to DPI. 5 Putting c 1 ·R = -c 2 ·r = K for some K > 0 results in a fixed payout ratio, .
6 DPI combined with the assumption of finite price implies the regularity condition. for all future t. It is understood that the valuation occurs at a date prior to t.
The idea of "permanent earnings" can be traced to Black [1980] , Beaver [1997] and others. Ryan [1986] provides the first formalization (from what we know). Ohlson [1995] provides the first comprehensive treatment of the concept, including the formalization of DPI.
